[Disorders in conditioned reflex activity and morphologic changes in the brains of rats deprived of paradoxical sleep].
Reproduction of defensive conditioned reflexes elaborated before a 96-hour deprivation of paradoxal sleep (DPS) in rats was sharply disturbed immediately after DPS, but became normal 24 hours later. Elaboration of conditioned reflexes immediately after DPS is followed by a disturbance of their reproduction, while such elaboration 24 hours after DPS does not affect their subsequent reproduction. It is assumed that dissociated learning plays an important part in the origin of the disclosed disturbances of conditioned activity. Morphological investigation of the animals' brain immediately after DPS revealed activation of neuroglia with productive-dystrophic changes of astrocytes, an increase in the sizes of nuclei of neurones in the motor cortex and hippocampus, and pronounced vascular changes. A day after DPS the changes of the astrocyte glia and the vessels are less pronounced, and the sizes of neurone nuclei in the motor cortex diminish.